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Abstract
The role of Virtual Reality (VR) tools in molecular sciences is analyzed in this contribution through

the presentation of the Caffeine software to the quantum chemistry community. Caffeine, devel-

oped at Scuola Normale Superiore, is specifically tailored for molecular representation and data

visualization with VR systems, such as VR theaters and helmets. Usefulness and advantages that

can be gained by exploiting VR are here reported, considering few examples specifically selected

to illustrate different level of theory and molecular representation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A detailed, yet compact, representation of molecular structures,

together with the inclusion of related properties in formulas and

graphs, has always been at the heart of chemistry. Representation plays

a key role in the whole discovery process, conveying information to

human inspectors, relying on human pattern recognition, and suggest-

ing innovative points of investigation and new, previously unexplored

scenarios.[1] From a theoretical chemistry perspective, without molecu-

lar graphics, the sheer amount of information provided by current com-

putational power would rather hinder true knowledge acquisition.[2]

The importance of molecular graphics in chemistry is demonstrated by

its leading role in the adoption of advances in computer graphics for

scientific visualization.[3] The evolution of computer technologies for

three dimensional immersive virtual reality (IVR) allows nowadays to

achieve a further evolution in data representation and visualization.[4]

In fact, it is now possible to create 3D virtual environments that extend

users perception and increase researchers ability to quickly tackle mas-

sive amounts of data coming from multiple and different sources.

Within such systems, users can directly interact with visualized data

(by means of dedicated devices) in a more natural and friendly way

than that achievable on desktop systems with mouse and keyboard.[5,6]

IVR technologies include a large panel of devices, from cheap consumer

grade ones to very costly specialized hardware. In the first category,

we can mention interactive sensors like the Microsoft Kinect[7] and the

Leap Motion,[8] current generation immersive helmets such as the

Oculus Rift[9] and the Vive from HTC and Valve,[10] or force-feedback

devices like the Novint Falcon 3D Touch controller.[11] The second cate-

gory instead includes virtual theaters, such as the Cave Automatic Vir-

tual Environment (CAVE),[12,13] equipped with high-precision tracking

sensors and driven by one or more powerful workstations.

With the aim of enabling the employment of different platforms,

ranging from desktop computers to more expensive IVR installations,

we are developing a new molecular viewer, called Caffeine.[14] Beside

motivations of performance and the aim to exploit state of the art

technologies, one of the reasons for developing a new molecular

viewer was not to force IVR features in an application designed within

a different scope. Rather, we tried to design the software in such a

way that the transition from a familiar 2D desktop environment to an

IVR one would be as smooth and easy as possible. A specific feature to

which we payed great attention in the development is coupling the vis-

ualization of molecular structures with the plotting of numerical data,
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for example, those related to the analysis of quantum mechanical (QM)

calculations (e.g., the minimum energy path of chemical reactions) or

classical simulations (such as the total energy related to a molecular

dynamics [MD] trajectory).

In this article, we present the current status of Caffeine, showing its

usage through the application to several test cases, which encompass

many of the common levels of molecular representation and theory,

including both QM studies and molecular mechanics (MM) investigations

of large systems. We start from small, isolate molecules, on which high

level calculations could be performed, and proceed to intricatemacromo-

lecular entities, thus involving different level of data complexity. The arti-

cle is organized as follows: in a first part, some technical details of the

Caffeine program and its versions for desktop and IVRs are presented; in

the second part, the graphical representations of different case studies

obtained with Caffeine are reported, to demonstrate the program capa-

bilities in chemical visualization and in the analysis of results. We also

make the case for potential benefits coming from the use of IVR in set-

ting up simulations for medium size or large molecular systems through

the examination of the dissociation mechanism of the intercalating drug

doxorubicin (hereafter DOX) from a DNA fragment. General remarks

and future perspectives on the development of our molecular graphics

system are given in the conclusions of the article. Further technical

details on the methods and algorithms employed for the visualization of

molecular structures and isosurfaces are reported in the appendices.

It is important to highlight here that a rigorous user evaluation

study is not our present priority. Here, we want to show the general

opportunities offered by the adoption of IVR technologies in molecular

modeling and, at the same time, illustrate the features of Caffeine to a

wide audience.

2 | RELATED WORK

The representation of molecular structures by means of virtual reality

(VR) technologies is not a new methodology: visualizations of atomistic

simulations within immersive theaters were already reported at the

middle of the 90s (see as an illustrative example the work done by Disz

et al.[15]). Nevertheless, IVR tools did not know the diffusion that they

deserved within scientific fields for at least a decade, partly due to lim-

its of the underlying hardware and partly to the infancy of software

using such technologies.[16] The growth of computer power in the last

decade made possible to use IVR for rigorous scientific visualization.

However, the adoption of IVR tools in molecular sciences is still an

ongoing process, even if the usefulness in visualizing large systems of

chemical interest (highlighting both structural and functional properties)

within immersive environments has already been demonstrated.[17]

Recently, Reda et al.[18] developed an application for the interactive vis-

ualization of MD simulations in ultra-resolution immersive environ-

ments, exploiting an hybrid representation which combines balls-and-

sticks with volume rendering of approximate electron densities.

Among popular molecular viewers, VMD[19] supports several VR

technologies[5] such as CAVE systems and ImmersaDesk,[20] using VR

toolkits like FreeVR[21] and CAVElib.[22] Recently, Stone et al.[23] imple-

mented an experimental version of VMD combining omni-directional

stereoscopic visualization via head-mounted displays (Oculus Rift

DK2), with ray-tracing rendering computed by a remote GPU cluster.

To confirm the interest in the use of VR environments, it is worth

noticing that some commercial molecular graphics systems like

Amira[24] and YASARA[25] support VR technologies. Also PyMOL[26]

has a VR plug-in developed by Virtalis.[27]

3 | THE CAFFEINE MOLECULAR VIEWER

Caffeine is a new molecular viewer specifically designed and developed

to take advantage of modern IVR technologies. It is implemented in

C11, using the Qt framework,[28] Open Babel[29] as base cheminfor-

matics library (we are evaluating its extension or substitution to provide

a solution more suited to our needs; however Open Babel provided

sufficient flexibility for the early stages of development), OpenScene-

Graph[30] as 3D graphics engine, the OpenGL Mathematics library[31]

and the Qt Widgets for Technical Applications (Qwt) library.[32] We use

Stride[33] (as an external program invoked by our application) for

detecting the secondary structures of polypeptides.

Caffeine can visualize both static and dynamic molecular structures

(trajectories) read from PDB,[34] XYZ (xmol format),[35] and Gaussian

Cube[36] files. Like most molecular viewer, Caffeine supports the most

diffused graphical representations of molecular structures, such as “all-

atoms” visualization (balls-and-sticks, licorice, and van der Waals

spheres) and ribbon diagrams of polypeptides and polynucleotides. In

addition, volumetric datasets such as electron densities and molecular

orbitals can be imported from Gaussian Cube files and visualized as iso-

surfaces (several examples are presented in the Case Studies section).

In the case of dynamic molecular structures, the graphic geometry is

generated on the fly at each time-step, so to avoid to fill the graphic

memory in the case of long trajectories. Although this is not a com-

pletely “out-of-core” solution (since the entire trajectory is completely

loaded in main memory), it is a first step in that direction.

There are two main versions of Caffeine (sharing most of the code

base and features): one for desktop computers and one designed for

FIGURE 1 A ball-and-stick view of a macromolecular system
represented in the CAVE installation at SNS with Caffeine. On the
bottom right, the CAVE “control panel” is shown. The user inter-
face of the control panel is, in large part, the same of the “desktop
version” of Caffeine (see Figure 5)
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VR systems equipped with multiple displays, such as the CAVE, a cubic

room-sized IVR system whose walls (from three to six) are projected

with stereoscopic images. Our CAVE installation has four walls/stereo

projectors and it is equipped with an OptiTrack[37] tracking system (see

Figure 1). The IVR version implements some functionalities which are

specifically tailored for CAVE-like systems, like keystone correction of

the generated images and the ability to adjust the view point and the

projection parameters of the virtual camera as a function of the posi-

tion and orientation of the user’s head (provided by the tracking sys-

tem), so to obtain a convincing and coherent stereoscopic visualization

across the screens.[38] Within the CAVE the user can control the visual-

izer by means of a simple, “button-based,” remote application for

mobile devices (e.g., tablet), which allows to rotate, translate and scale

the molecular system, and to control the playback of trajectories. The

remaining features are accessible via a separate control window, which

is displayed, in our installation, in a standard monitor placed outside

the CAVE (but driven by the same workstation), as shown in Figure 1.

Note that the “CAVE version” of Caffeine can be configured to be

used in systems having a different number, layout and kind (mono-

scopic or stereoscopic) of displays, with or without tracking systems, as

long as all the monitors are driven by a single computer. In the past,

our CAVE system was driven by a cluster of workstations (one for each

projector) connected through a local network. This configuration

required the development of distributed applications, which are notably

harder to implement, debug, and extend as compared to their nondis-

tributed counterparts. To facilitate the development of Caffeine, and to

minimize the differences in the source code between the CAVE and

the desktop version, we designed and developed a distributed scene

graph library.[14] However, thanks to the latest advances in video card

technology, we are now able to drive all the four projectors of our

CAVE with a single computer equipped with multiple NVIDIA Quadro

GPUs in scalable link interface (SLI)[39] configuration. This solution has

allowed us to remove the distributed scene graph from the project,

thus saving the time needed for its further improvements and

extensions.

While CAVE-like systems are among the most advanced IVR sys-

tems available today, they are (very) expensive fixed installations. For

that reason, they can be found only in few specialized research centers.

However, thanks to the technological evolution, several companies are

now developing VR headsets (primarily intended for the video game

market) such as the Oculus Rift[9] or the HTC/Valve “Vive.”[10] Thanks to

their relatively low cost (less than a thousand US dollars) and good

portability, these devices will probably gain a wide adoption in the next

few years, not only in the consumer market but also for educational

and research purposes. For these reasons, we are interested to support

this kind of IVR helmets in Caffeine. Currently, the Oculus Rift Develop-

ment Kit 1 VR helmet is supported by an experimental desktop version

of Caffeine (see Figure 2). This version is considered “experimental”

since it belongs to an older development branch with respect to the

current main version and it still lacks some of the latest features, such

as charts and key-frames (vide infra). We plan to officially support some

of these devices in the near future.

3.1 | Visualization of molecular structures

To obtain an interactive visualization of a large number of spheres and

cylinders, resulting from the “all atoms” representation of complex

molecular structures, we have developed a set of GPU shaders (A

“shader” is a program running on the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU),

which allows the programmer to define a specific algorithm for drawing

the objects it is applied to) implementing a technique known as “GPU-

based ray-casting of quadric surfaces.” This method has been first

introduced by Gumhold[40] to render a large number of ellipsoids repre-

senting symmetric tensor fields, and later generalized by Toledo and

L�evy[41] so to ray-cast any quadric surface on the GPU. This technique

provides very good results (both in terms of performance and image

quality) when applied to molecular visualization[42–46] and, according to

Kozlíkov�a et al.[47] in a recent survey on the subject, it still represents the

state of the art. A brief discussion on the implementation of this method,

with specific reference to Caffeine, can be found in Appendix A.

As regards to ribbon diagrams, we implemented an algorithm for

generating three-dimensional “paths,” formed by a sequence of traits.

Each trait is defined by two endpoints, an orientation (normal) vector,

the shape of its transversal profile (circular or rectangular with rounded

corners) and a set of attributes (such as sizes and colors) for each of its

two ends. The traits can be rectilinear or they can be defined by cubic

B-Splines, so to obtain a smoother path. In the latter case, also the nor-

mal vectors between consecutive traits are interpolated using the cubic

B-Spline equation, similarly to what done by Krone et al.[49] in their

algorithm for GPU-based ribbons visualization. Although our algorithm

could be used to represent various kinds of information (e.g., field

lines), it is currently used to generate ribbon diagrams of polypeptides

FIGURE 2 (a) User wearing the Oculus Rift DK1 helmet. (b) The DNA/DOX binary complex rendered for the Oculus Rift DK1 with an
experimental version of Caffeine
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and polynucleotides. For polypeptides, we followed the popular proce-

dure described by Carson and Bugg[50]: the path is defined by the

sequence of alpha-carbons in the chain, while the oxygen atoms of the

backbone are used to compute the normal vectors of the peptide

planes, which define the orientation of the traits. Shape, sizes, and col-

ors of each trait are set according to the secondary structures to be

presented. Path and normal vectors are finally smoothed using the B-

Spline equation. In the case of polynucleotides, we used a similar pro-

cedure: phosphorus atoms replace the alpha-carbons in the definition

of the path (with the exception of the first and of the last nucleotides

of the chain, where the C50 and C30 atoms are used respectively as

starting and ending points of the path), while the vector (C30–C10) of

each nucleotide defines the normal vector of the corresponding trait.

3.2 | Isosurfaces extraction and visualization

Several molecular descriptors, such as electron density, electrostatic

potential and molecular orbitals are actually examples of volumetric data-

sets. A volumetric dataset can be defined as a set of pairs <Pi;Vi>,

where Pi is a point in the three-dimensional space and Vi is its associated

value (e.g., a scalar value, a vector etc.).[51] The pair <Pi;Vi> is called

“voxel” (short for “volume element”). Volumetric datasets can be obtained

by sampling the value of some function or measurable quantity at certain

locations of the three-dimensional space. Although sampling locations

could be chosen randomly, it is common to sample the data at uniformly

spaced intervals, so to obtain a regular grid of voxels. It is noteworthy

that, even if the values are sampled at discrete locations, it is still possible

to approximate the value of a generic point lying inside a cell of the grid

by interpolating the values of the eight vertices (voxels) of that cell.

At present, Caffeine visualizes scalar volumetric datasets only in

the form of isosurfaces. User can chose between two extraction algo-

ritms: the traditional Marching Cubes[52] and a simplified version of the

Surface Nets.[53] With regard to the Marching Cubes we use (a slightly

adapted version of) the popular implementation by Cory Gene Bloyd

and Paul Bourke,[54] while for the Surface Nets we re-implemented in

C11 the so-called “Naive” version by Mikola Lysenko[55] (originally

coded in JavaScript). The Surface Nets algorithm produces a more reg-

ular triangulation than the traditional Marching Cubes method, as

shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, according to some tests performed on

our implementations, Naive Surface Nets results slightly faster. A brief

description of these algorithms together with a first performance com-

parison of their implementation in Caffeine is reported in Appendix B.

Further details on these and other extraction algorithms can be found

in references 58 and 59.

When visualizing surfaces related to molecular properties, such as

molecular orbitals, it is important to let the user perceive the relation

between these surfaces and the molecular structure they refers to. For

this reason surfaces are often drawn as semitransparent objects. In inter-

active computer graphics, semitransparent objects are usually simulated

using a technique known as “alpha blending,” first introduced by Porter

and Duff[60] in 1984 and nowadays supported natively by the graphics

hardware. However, a simplistic use of alpha blendingmay lead to graphi-

cal artifacts, as discussed in Appendix C. Several GPU-accelerated tech-

niques has been proposed to properly simulate semitransparent surfaces

in real-time. These techniques are generally known as “order independ-

ent transparency” (OIT) methods. Interested readers can refer to refer-

ence 66 for a comprehensive survey on the subject. We employed a

method called “Weighted Blended Order-Independent Transparency” by

McGuire and Bavoil,[64,67] because it provides a good balance between

quality of the results, performance, and implementation complexity.

In Caffeine, the user can choose between two different transpar-

ency modes for isosurfaces: the traditional uniform transparency

(shown in Figure 4a), where all the fragments resulting from the raster-

ization of the iso-surface have the same opacity (chosen by the user),

or a so-called “smart transparency” (shown in Figure 4b), where the

opacity of each fragment is a function of the dot product between the

normal and the “vector to the viewer” (The vector to the viewer is

the normalized direction from the position fragment to the position of

the virtual camera. More precisely, both the normal and the vector to

the viewer are computed by the vertex shader on a per-vertex basis,

interpolated by the graphics card, and finally passed to the fragment

shader as per-fragment values), so to highlight surface edges while

clearly showing the molecular structure behind the surface. This latest

method, sometimes called “X-Ray effect,” is actually an old trick of com-

puter graphics and it is employed also by other modern molecular

viewers (such as Molekel[69] and Avogadro[70]) to represent molecular

orbitals and surfaces. From our experience, “smart”/”X-Ray” transpar-

ency produces clearer, more understandable images with respect to

FIGURE 3 Representation of scalar volumetric datasets: comparison between the triangulation of a water molecular orbital generated by
the Marching Cubes (a) and the one generated by the Surface Nets algorithm (b). Note that the traditional Marching Cubes generates many
thin triangles, while Surface Nets provides a more regular tessellation. The orbitals have been computed at HF/STO-3G level of theory with
Gaussian 09[56] suite of programs
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uniform transparency (see Figure 4), especially in VR systems requiring

active shutter glasses (like our CAVE), where original colors are partially

filtered/distorted.

3.3 | Caffeine desktop version

Figure 5a shows a first screenshot of Caffeine running as a standard

desktop application, with specific hallmarks highlighted when drawing

the DOX/DNA binary complex from a PDB file. Many different visual-

ization features are available, like the possibility to modify ribbons set-

tings and color styles.

Molecular simulations produce a lot of numerical data related to the

physicochemical properties of the system taken into account. These meas-

urements, if referred to two-dimensional scalar quantities, can be passed

as input to Caffeine (using a specific file format) which plots them as line

charts (as shown in Figure 5b). Furthermore, if a linear relationship exists

between the measured quantity and the snapshots of a trajectory (i.e., if

the quantity is a function of time), this relationship can be explicated in

the dataset file. By doing so, a marker is drawn on the line chart during

the playing of the trajectory, showing the value of the measured quantity

in the currently displayed snapshot (see the top line chart shown in Figure

5b). This direct correlation between the currently represented structure

and charted data encourage the user to exploit his “chemical intuition”

and pinpoint any perceived interesting feature in the displayed system.

In addition, it is possible to “mark” a subset of the frames of the

trajectory, which are deemed to be relevant for the study of the sys-

tem. These “key-frames” may be either supplied using an additional

input file or selected within Caffeine. Then, the user can (re-)visualize

either the entire trajectory or only these selected key-frames. In both

cases, the visualization can be performed as an animation or by explic-

itly skipping from one (key-)frame to the previous/following one of the

sequence. Key-frames may represent particularly relevant conforma-

tions along a single trajectory but may also come from different data

sources by assembling in one artificial trajectory, for example, the

results of a clustering analysis over related systems. This allows for an

interactive filtering of a trajectory or of any dataset since it makes it

possible to associate different conformations to the same dataset and

test for different hypotheses. A word of caution is needed here: while

the user is free to associate key-frames to supporting data, these mod-

els must (currently) contain the same (sub-)set of atoms, and this

requires a limited manipulation of the PDB files.

3.4 | Caffeine within an IVR environment

In immersive environments a new feedback, proprioception, is added to

the perception of data. Proprioception is the capability to perceive and

recognize the position of the own body in space, even without sight:

the kinesthetic inputs from mechanoreceptors in muscles, tendons and

joints, contribute to the human perception of limb position and limb

movement in space.[72] Proprioceptive sense helps the user, without

conscious efforts, to understand and evaluate the geometric properties

of the visualized objects.

Within the CAVE, 2D data charts are drawn in the 3D scene in

front of the user, and follow the movements of the user’s head in a

way similar to an augmented reality content (see Figure 6). As shown,

only one chart is displayed, notwithstanding the ability of the user to

switch interactively between the available charts by means of the

remote application. The use of key-frames, by itself a useful feature,

becomes critically important within an IVR environment since it allows

the user to concentrate on the most important properties. As already

stated in previous sections, the user is able to interact with the pro-

jected system through a mobile device (i.e., a tablet), so to regulate the

displayed data according to the need (Figure 6b). The mobile applica-

tion currently allows the user to rotate, translate and scale the molecu-

lar system, and to control the playback of frames.

As an example of the use of Caffeine with another type of IVR sys-

tem, we can mention the screenshot of the DNA/DOX binary complex

rendered for the Oculus Rift DK1 already shown in Figure 2. In this

case the user can interactively play the trajectory with the keyboard or,

using a little trick, with a gamepad (to use the joystick an external pro-

gram that maps gamepad input to keyboard events, such as JoyTo-

Key,[73] is needed).

FIGURE 4 Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) of caffeine molecule represented as semitransparent isosurfaces (iso-value 60.02)
and drawn using the Weighted Blended Order-Independent Transparency method. (a) Uniform transparency: the entire surface has a constant
opacity (35%). (b)“Smart” transparency: the regions of the surface which are orthogonal to the view direction have an lower opacity (20%),
while the regions tangent to the view direction have an higher opacity (35%). (c) Same as (b) in the CAVE. Optimized molecular structure
and HOMO have been calculated with PBE0 exchange and correlation functional[68] and 6-31111G(d,p) basis set with Gaussian 09[56]

suite of programs
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3.5 | Performance evaluation

To evaluate the performance of Caffeine, we performed a benchmark to

compare it with VMD.[19] The comparison is relative to the frame per sec-

onds reached by both visualizers when rendering both static and dynamic

molecular systems. It is important to note that, while obtaining a high

frame rate on desktop is not an essential feature for the user, in the case

of IVR systems this is critical to preserve the sense of immersion.

FIGURE 5 Screenshots of the current Caffeine desktop version (running in a Windows environment), used in this work for pictures
realization and data analysis. The icons used in the program belongs to the Oxygen Project.[71] DNA nucleobases are colored by type. (a)
Many interesting features are highlighted, such as the possibility to modify DNA ribbons appearance, according to the user needs. (b) The
2D scalar datasets associated to the molecular system are plotted as line charts. The bottom chart shows the same data of Figure 10d,
while the top chart shows the distance between the centers of mass of DOX and of the DNA binding site. In the latter, the possibility to
investigate the variation of the scalar quantity frame-by-frame is pointed out
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Both applications have been configured so as to produce screen

images as close as possible. In particular, this includes:

� Manually setting the “display” options and the transformation matri-

ces of VMD to match the view and projection parameters chosen in

Caffeine. Where that was not possible (i.e., the camera position of

VMD is not configurable neither via GUI nor via scripting), we

changed the configuration of Caffeine instead.

� Disabling “depth cueing” and axis rendering in VMD, since these fea-

tures are not available in Caffeine.

� Setting the “render-mode” of VMD to “GLSL,” so as to enable ray-

casting of spheres and high-quality per-pixel lighting of geometry[74]

(similarly to Caffeine).

� For static molecular systems, we also enabled the so-called “cache-

mode” option of VMD, so as to use a display list caching mechanism

to accelerate rendering of static geometry[74] (although we did not

notice any variation in performance).

The computer on which the benchmark was performed is

equipped with two Intel Xeon E5462 processors with a clock fre-

quency of 2.8 GHz, 24 GB of RAM, a NVIDIA Quadro 6000 GPU, and

Windows 7 Professional as operating system. Images were rendered

full-screen, at a resolution of 1920 3 1080 pixels. Actually, VMD had

a little advantage here, since we were not able to hide the title bar of

its rendering window, so it rendered images at a slightly lower

resolution.

Table 1 summarizes the frames per seconds rendered by the desk-

top versions of the two molecular viewers in the case of static molecu-

lar structures. To perform this benchmark we chose two medium-large

assemblies from the Worldwide Protein Data Bank: (i) 1AON[75] com-

posed by 58,870 atoms (without hydrogens) and (ii) 5AOO[76] com-

posed by 356,280 atoms (without hydrogens). These two systems have

been drawn according to the “Space filling” (van der Waals spheres),

“Balls-and-Sticks” and “Ribbons” representations (and their equivalents

in VMD: “VDW,” “CPK,” and “New Cartoon”). In VMD, we used the

default quality settings for each representation, apart from the use of

ray-casted spheres in place of tessellated ones. In Caffeine it is possible

to specify quality settings only for ribbon diagrams, and we set them to

the maximum quality. As one can see from Table 1, Caffeine is signifi-

cantly faster than VMD when drawing static molecular systems.

Table 2 shows the results obtained during the visualization of a

trajectory related to the dissociation of DOX from the DNA binding

site (presented later as a case study). The system is composed by a

fragment of DNA (378 atoms), a DOX molecule (69 atoms) and 8987

molecules of water (26,961 atoms). The trajectory contains 201 frames.

For this system, we employed a mixed representation: ribbons for

DNA (“New Ribbons” in VMD), balls-and-sticks for the DOX (“CPK” in

VMD) and licorice for the water molecules. Furthermore we disabled

the “cache-mode” option of VMD, as suggested by the user’s guide[74]

when dealing with trajectories. Both viewers have been configured to

play a frame of the trajectory for each rendering frame, to reveal the

maximum frame rate for the trajectory. In this scenario, Caffeine is

slightly slower than VMD, even if the obtained frame rates have the

same same order of magnitude. However, it is clear that visualization

of dynamic structures in Caffeine, although fast enough in many cases,

needs further optimization.

Tables 3 and 4 show the performance (min/max frames rate) of

Caffeine in our CAVE system, when visualizing static and dynamic data.

Overall, performances are comparable to those obtained on the

FIGURE 6 Dissociation of DOX from the DNA binding site. (a) Simultaneous representation of charted data and molecules. The binary
complex is on the right while a graph showing the distance between COMs is visible on the left with the red marker highlighting the
current frame and distance value. For sake of clarity, the stereo mode of projectors was temporarily disabled to shoot this photo. (b) User
interacting with the DNA/DOX binary complex using a tablet, the graph is the same of the previous panel

TABLE 1 Comparison of the performance between the desktop
versions of Caffeine and VMD when visualizing static molecular
structures

Molecular system
1AON 5AOO

Number of atoms 58,870 356,280

Representation fps fps

Caffeine Space filling 87 55

Balls & Sticks 185 71

Ribbons 273 128

VMD VDW 17 3

CPK 12 2

New Cartoon 230 7

The results are expressed as frames per seconds. Different graphical rep-
resentations have been considered. In VMD we chose the representa-
tions that more closely resemble those of Caffeine.
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desktop system, thus allowing a comfortable and fluid immersive expe-

rience (although presenting the limits reported above for trajectories).

The computer driving our CAVE is equipped with two Intel Xeon

E5645 processors with a clock frequency of 2.4 GHz, 24 GB of RAM,

two NVIDIA Quadro M6000 GPUs in SLI configuration, and Windows

10 Enterprise as operating system.

3.6 | Case studies

In this section, we show some useful graphic representations of simula-

tion results obtainable with Caffeine. In the first section, we include a

spin-density evaluation of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl-4-

amino-4-carboxylic acid (TOAC).[77] In the second one, we used the

results of a recent study on Cytochrome P450 2B4.[78] As a last case

study, we present the whole DNA-DOX investigation, from the simula-

tion setup performed within the CAVE to the final analysis.

3.7 | Spin density visualization

The analysis of isosurfaces, obtained by QM calculations or classical

simulations, is particularly important in molecular sciences. In fact,

the graphic representation of molecular orbitals, electron densities

or electron localization functions provides a valuable help to charac-

terize structural properties, to describe molecular interactions and

to interpret spectroscopic properties. Also in the case of classical

simulations the availability of volumetric datasets allows to visualize

a series of useful properties such as, for example, electrostatic

potential, molecular cavities (see Figure 9) or average density/occu-

pancy (e.g., when calculating spatial distribution functions) near a

selected site. As a first example of volumetric data we present the

results obtained for the 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl-4-

amino-4-carboxylic acid (TOAC) molecule, which is characterized by

the presence of a nitroxide moiety and by the possibility to be

inserted into polypeptide chains substituting a natural amino

acid.[77,79] It is a stable radical, which can be employed as probe in

electron spin resonance measurements, allowing to obtain useful

information on the conformation of the studied peptide molecule.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been revealed

effective in the description of the electronic structure of

TOAC,[77,80,81] allowing to determine that the unpaired electron

occupies an anti-bonding p� molecular orbital localized on the oxy-

gen and nitrogen atoms of the nitroxide moiety (Figure 7a). The cor-

rect computation of the TOAC electronic structure is particularly

important, because the magnetic properties, which allow to employ

this molecule as spin label, are ruled by its singly occupied molecu-

lar orbital (SOMO). A similar method to visualize the unpaired elec-

tron localization is through the spin density, sketched in Figure 7b.

It is interesting to note (see Figure 7c) that the spin density is

essentially the same also introducing TOAC in a polypeptide chain,

confirming the importance of this radical in conformation studies.

3.8 | Structure and dynamics of large systems

Enzymes belonging to the Cytochrome P450 hemoproteins family are

devoted to the oxidation of a wide range of organic compounds, from

drugs to environmental pollutants. Hydrophilic channels, connecting

the active site to the protein surface allow the buried heme group to

react with the various substrates.[82] The role of the conserved Phe429

on the catalytic activity has been thus investigated through extensive

classical MD simulations and clustering analysis of the wild type (WT)

together with other four different mutants, highlighting structural and

hydrogen bonding observable differences.[78,83] The single point muta-

tion was identified to be responsible of several long-range effects,

including the topology of the functional aqueous accesses to the cata-

lytic site. To get light on this, each MD frame of each of the five

mutant MD simulations was analyzed to find possible tunnels regulat-

ing the access to the heme ion. In a second step such identified tunnels

were connected to real pathways by means of an average linkage clus-

tering technique. A total of four major channels were found. In particu-

lar, one major pathway was detected in all the five MD simulations,

featuring different average bottleneck radius values as we proceed

from the WT (lower average radius observed) to the mutants. The dif-

ferent behavior among the mutants was explained in terms of subtle

alterations in the hydrogen bond network, that propagated along the

systems and affected the whole geometries.

Since IVR environments are well suited for deep investigations on

geometries of large systems, we present feasible applications of our

immersive tool in the visualization of different cluster members,

TABLE 2 Comparison of the performance between the desktop
versions of Caffeine and VMD when visualizing a trajectory
resulting from molecular dynamics

DNA-DOX complex trajectory
Max trajectory frames per seconds

Caffeine 12

VMD 17

The tested system is the DNA-DOX complex simulation of a single
umbrella sampling window (more details in Case Studies section). The
results are expressed as the maximum trajectory frames displayed in a
second.

TABLE 3 Performance of Caffeine in visualizing large assemblies
(PDB 5AOO) in our CAVE system; minimum and maximum frame
rate for van der Waals, Balls-and-Sticks, and Ribbons
representations

5AOO
Min fps Max fps

Space filling 31 73

Balls-and-Sticks 35 62

Ribbons 51 85

TABLE 4 Performance of Caffeine in visualizing a trajectory result-
ing from molecular dynamics (DNA-DOX complex) in our CAVE
system; minimum and maximum frame rate

DNA-DOX trajectory

Min fps Max fps

10 12
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pointing out the detection of cluster centroids and the structural differ-

ences between them (see Figure 8). Each MD frame, previously

included in one specific cluster, is showed together with an index,

which specifies its cluster membership. The user can switch from one

cluster to another one, and select in this really feasible and nice way

eligible key-frames to represent cluster centroids or outlying “extreme”

conformers in clusters, to describe the differences within the obtained

clusters and the relationships between the various mutations. The

detected channels can also be visualized in Caffeine thanks to the sup-

port for Gaussian Cube file format.[36] To be supported in Caffeine, the

channels identified in the previous study have been thus converted in

Guassian Cube format, thanks to an in-house script, which computes

density values using a simple Gaussian function taken from the litera-

ture.[84] As shown in Figure 9b, the difference and peculiarities among

the mutants can be highlighted by displaying simultaneously the rela-

tive structures within the CAVE. Such investigations could be easily

performed thanks to IVR technologies: on the contrary, the complex

structures of this dataset could lead to unpleasant misunderstanding

using a 2D computer desktop, mostly when the same analysis is

explained to nonexperts.

3.9 | Dissociation of DOX from the DNA binding site

Intercalating drugs act as inhibitors of Topoisomerase I or II (or both).

DOX is an antraciclynic intercalating drug whose structure can be

divided in (i) a planar hydrophobic part, constituted by an antraquinone

ring system, and (ii) a hydrophilic aminosugar moiety. Intercalating

drugs bearing fused (hydrophobic) ring systems can insert between

base pairs through the creation of favorable p-stacking with nearby

nucleobases.[85] We report in this section, a study about the unbinding

process of DOX from DNA, to show the effectiveness of IVR tools

within a computational research project. The unbinding process of

DOX from the binary complex was here investigated with umbrella

sampling,[86] using the distance between the center of mass (COM) of

FIGURE 7 (a) and (b) represent SOMO orbital and spin density of TOAC, respectively, while (c) is the spin density of the Z-TOAC-(l-Ala)2-
NHtBu. Structural and electronic properties have been computed at PBE0/6-31111G(d,p) level of theory with Gaussian 09[56] suite of

programs

FIGURE 8 (a) Cytochrome P450 2B4 WT structure shown using ribbons. The heme group and OOH2 anion are shown in balls-and-sticks.
(b) Distribution of conformations in clusters along the artificial trajectory created by sampling structures from the original WT and the four
mutants simulations. Less frames were used with Caffeine, obtained from a uniform re-sample of the original clusters. (c) Comparison of the
differences between the obtained clusters using virtual reality with Caffeine
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DOX and of the binding site as the reaction coordinate. The selection

of the starting configurations for the umbrella windows was performed

with our IVR environment: the ability to view, at the same time, a

molecular conformation and the chart reporting the distance between

COMs was exploited to select sensible structures in a very accurate

way (see Figure 6).

These structures were marked as key-frames and used for the sub-

sequent umbrella simulations (details about the simulations are

FIGURE 9 Superposition of representative structures, together with relative water channels, of three different mutants of Cytochrome
P450 2B4, both on a standard desktop (a) and within the CAVE (b)

FIGURE 10 Binary complex dissociation process. Note that in panels (b-d) the position of the intermediate at 10 Å and final dissociated state
along the sampling coordinate is highlighted with a blue dashed line. (a) Binding site of the DOX compound in the initial conformation. The
position of the binding site COM (b.s., gold sphere) and of DOX (purple sphere) is shown. (b) Potential of mean force (PMF) curve associated to
the distance between centers of mass of the binding base pairs and of the DOX drug. (c) Calculated change in rise between DNA base pairs. (d)
Number of hydrogen bonds between the binding site nucleobases (black) or DOX (red) with water molecules
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reported in the Supporting Information). The obtained free energy DG

is represented in Figure 10b. Interestingly, a partially stable state was

found at 10.2 Å: here the rigid body of the DOX molecule lies on the

plane defined by the two DNA backbones, while the intercalation site

is still in an opened conformation. This state may be associated to the

intermediate one (IM) already found in the case of daunomycin.[87]

Roughly, 14 kcal/mol are necessary for DOX to reach the solvent.

Since intercalation, and, subsequently, dissociation of anthracy-

clines from DNA has been demonstrated to alter the DNA structure,[88]

we selected few parameters to measure the structural modifications

that take place during the binding process, which could be used in fur-

ther analysis. Figure 10c shows the average rise distance between base

pairs in the intercalation site as a function of the reaction coordinate in

the simulated windows. High rise values (of approximately 7.5 Å) are

detected for the intercalated state: then, as DOX approaches the bulk

solvent, the distance between two consecutive bases decreases, reach-

ing a final value of about 3.5 Å in the unbound state, very close the

value of 3.4 Å featured by native B-DNA. The intermediate state

(whose structure could be considered as the mean structure of the

umbrella window starting at 10 Å of COMs distance) is showed both

on a standard desktop and using IVR in Figure 11: it is possible to

observe that such conformation seems to be still in an opened confor-

mation (assuming a rise value close to 6 Å), thus being accessible by

water molecules.

The hydration of the binary system as a function of the reaction

coordinate was taken into account (and plotted in Figure 10d): such

property was calculated as the average number of hydrogen bonds

between water molecules and either DOX or the four nucleobases that

delimit the binding site. The intercalation induces a decrease of the H-

bonds since DOX acts as a barrier for water molecules, which cannot

enter into the binding site. At the same time, DOX is less hydrated as it

approaches the DNA binding task: on average, two hydrogen bonds

that take place in the DOX unbound state are not preserved in the

intercalated one. It is interesting to observe a peak of average number

of hydrogen bonds in proximity of the intermediate state: in fact, at

this point, DOX has already left the intercalation site, so as to be con-

sidered solvent-exposed whereas the binding site is still opened.

Finally, after 10 Å of COM distance, the number of water molecules H-

bonded to the binding site bases slowly decreases. This is in agreement

with our previous considerations: in fact, after this point, as shown in

Figure 10c, the binding site reduces its size, because of the departure

of DOX, thus decreasing water accessibility to the intercalation site

nucleobases.

Suitably chosen conformations (i.e., the centroids of the single

umbrella windows) were used to reconstruct the whole unbinding pro-

cess, from the intercalated to the completely unbound state, through

the IM one, so as to build an artificial trajectory to be used in Caffeine

to follow in the meanwhile both chemical structure evolution and

related structural parameters. Moreover, considering the PMF chart in

Figure 10b, it is always possible to connect the current, visualized snap-

shot to its associated free energy value just switching from the COMs

distance chart to the PMF one, thus increasing the user’s understand-

ing of the overall free energy study. It is important to highlight here

that a quantitative evaluation of binding/unbinding of DOX was not

the ambition of the present study: here we applied a simplified (to limit

the computational cost), yet consistent, computational protocol for

illustrating the features of Caffeine to a wide audience. It is anyway

remarkable that the obtained results are in line with currently available

literature data.

4 | CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOKS

In this contribution, the technical details and main features of Caffeine,

a novel molecular viewer suited for IVR environments, are presented.

Caffeine allows a smooth transition from desktop computers, where

the most diffused molecular graphics software work, to IVR systems,

such as helmets and the CAVE theater. In our opinion, it is reasonable

to expect benefits from systematic use of IVR environments within

computational investigations. In fact, molecules can be perceived as

three-dimensional objects with a well-established position of atoms in

space, thus being characterized in a more precise and effective manner.

Moreover, some peculiar features of Caffeine, such as the augmented

reality-like visualization of 2D charted data and the interactive filtering

of trajectories with “key-frames,” envision our idea of possible,

FIGURE 11 (a) Intermediate bound state of DOX with the nearest neighbor water molecules shown as licorice. (b) Same as (a), within the
CAVE
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productive and realistic employment of IVR in computational chemis-

try, which could be seen as reliable front-end tool in post-processing

analysis.

Caffeine is under active development and there are a number of

new features we would like to add in the future releases. It is worth

noticing that, although the current version of Caffeine allows to visual-

ize orbitals, spectra, and time evolution of molecular properties, which

can be useful in the interpretation of some spectroscopic observable,

further improvements are needed for obtaining a full user-friendly vir-

tual spectrometer.

Although, it is sufficiently fluid, the visualization of multiple struc-

tures (trajectories) would benefit from further optimization. Such an

optimization can be implemented, for example, using some GPU-

accelerated methods, like those proposed by Krone et al.[49] and by

Wahle and Birmanns[89] for ribbon generation.

Another line of development concerns the interaction with visual-

ized data. Right now, within the CAVE the user is able to interact

with the system by means of a simple application for tablet com-

puters. Furthermore, at present, many features of Caffeine cannot be

controlled via tablet, and require the help of a second user acting on

the external control panel. We want to better exploit our tracking sys-

tem by enabling hands tracking within the CAVE, thereby allowing the

user to manipulate the visualized system, that is, to move, scale,

rotate the system and playing back or forward across frames. As for

IVR helmets, we plan to officially support this kind of devices in the

near future.

From a general perspective, we envision Caffeine as an advanced

graphics front-end focused on visualization and interactive data han-

dling, able to communicate with other analysis environments using

flexible interchange formats. As an example, we are working on a flexi-

ble representation of hydrogen bonds from MD.[90] Other efforts are

being directed in more extended visualization of volumetric and spec-

troscopic quantities, acting as an IVR front-end for other analysis

environments.[91]
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APPENDIX A: NOTES ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

GPU-BASED RAY-CASTING OF QUADRIC SURFACES IN

CAFFEINE

GPU-based ray-casting of quadric surfaces is a technique widely used in

scientific visualization which allows to visualize a large amount of

glyphs at interactive frame rates by exploiting the huge computing

power of the modern GPUs. The use of quadric surfaces as glyphs is

motivated by the fact that the intersection between a ray and a surface

of this type can be computed by solving a simple quadratic equation.

The key idea of this method is to feed the graphics pipeline with a

simple proxy geometry (e.g., a bounding box or a point sprite) in place

of the desired implicit surface. The proxy geometry must be sized so to

completely enclose the surface in window space, and a ray-casting

shader must be enabled when drawing the geometry, so to process

each fragment resulting from its rasterization. In particular, the frag-

ment shader analytically computes the intersection between the sur-

face and a ray starting from the virtual camera and passing through the

center of the fragment. If there is no intersection then the fragment is

discarded, otherwise its depth is adjusted with the one of the intersec-

tion point closest to the camera. Usually, the shader also computes the

normal vector of the surface at the intersection point, that will be used

to calculate the color of the fragment according to a certain shading
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model (e.g., the Blinn–Phong[48] model). Although it is possible to write

a single shader capable of drawing any quadric surface,[41,43,45] we

chose to implement separate dedicated shaders for spheres and capsu-

les (cylinders with (or without) semispheres at their ends). Furthermore,

we wrote a geometry shader to generate the proxy geometry on the

fly, similarly to what done by Bagur et al.[46] By doing so, we are able

to represent a sphere with only seven floating point numbers (three for

the center, three for the color, and one for its radius), and a capsule

with ten floats (two vertex, color, and radius). The geometry shader will

then generate a quad for each sphere and up to two quads for each

cylinder as proxy geometries.

APPENDIX B: NOTES ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

THE MARCHING CUBES AND THE SURFACE NETS

ALGORITHMS IN CAFFEINE

Caffeine implements, and provides to the user, two different algorithms

for the construction of a triangle mesh approximating an isosurface of

a volumetric dataset: the traditional Marching Cubes[52] and a simplified

version of the Surface Nets.[53] With regard to the Marching Cubes we

use (a slightly adapted version of) the popular implementation by Cory

Gene Bloyd and Paul Bourke,[54] while for the Surface Nets we re-

implemented in C11 the so-called “Naive” version by Mikola Lysenko
[55] (originally coded in JavaScript).

In brief, the Marching Cubes algorithm iterates over the cells bor-

dered by the volume grid (called “cubes” even if they can be non-cubical

parallelepipeds) and, for each cell, it “marks” the voxels whose value is

lower than the isovalue. If two voxels connected by an edge have a differ-

ent marking (because one value is lower than the isovalue, while the

other is greater than or equal to it), then the isosurface crosses the edge.

In that case, and in function of which edges are crossed, one or more tri-

angles are generated by applying a predefined triangulation scheme. The

vertices of these triangles always lies on the intersected edges and their

coordinates are computed by linearly interpolating the related voxels in

function of their value and of the isovalue. At the end, the algorithm

returns the set of the triangles resulting from processing the entire grid,

which constitutes a good approximation of the isosurface. The Surface

Nets algorithm operates similarly to the Marching Cubes, by iterating

over the cells and checking which ones are crossed by the isosurface.

The differences between the two approaches resides in the fact that Sur-

faceNets generates only one vertex for each crossed cell, that this vertex

lies within the cell (instead to be constrained on an edge) and that the

resulting sets of polygons (quads, which can anyway be splitted in trian-

gles) are obtained by connecting each vertex with the vertices of the

neighbors cells (sharing a face) crossed by the same isosurface. As regard

to the position of the vertex within the cell, the original algorithm[53] ini-

tially places it at the center of the cell. Then, an iterative process is

applied, which moves the vertices so as to minimize the sum of the

squared lengths of the links connecting the vertices, with the constrain

to keep each vertex within its original cell. The simplified “Naive” version,

instead, choses as vertex of the cell the centroid of the approximated

intersection points between the isosurface and the edges of the cells (To

the best of our knowledge, Mikola Lysenko[55] was the first to propose

to place the vertex at the centroid of the intersection points) (computed

as in the Marching Cubes algorithm). By avoiding the iterative minimiza-

tion process, the “Naive” Surface Nets method is both faster and easier

to implement, although it could produce suboptimal results.

The Surface Nets algorithm produces a more regular triangulation

than the traditional Marching Cubes method, as shown in Figure 3.

Furthermore, according to some tests performed on our implementa-

tions, Naive Surface Nets results slightly faster. Let’s consider, as an

example, the isosurface representing the molecular orbital of a caffeine

molecule with isovalue 0.02, drawn in orange in Figure 4. The tradi-

tional Marching Cubes algorithm takes 66 ms to create the correspond-

ing triangle mesh composed by 13,896 triangles and 41,688 vertices,

while the Naive Surface Nets method produces a similar isosurface

composed by 13,928 triangles and 6980 vertices in 52 ms (These tests

has been performed on the same desktop computer described in sec-

tion “Performance Evaluation”). Note that, while the number of trian-

gles produced by the two algorithms is almost the same, the traditional

Marching Cubes method outputs much more vertices than its Naive

Surface Nets counterpart. This is due to the fact that the traditional

Marching Cubes algorithm does not take into account that the vertices

it generates in each cell are shared among multiple triangles, hence the

same vertex is repeated multiple times in the output list. In the case of

the Surface Nets method, instead, it is easier to obtain an indexed

triangle list, that is, the output vertex list does only contains non-

duplicated vertices and the triangles are defined by an additional index

list storing three indices for the vertex list for each triangle to be gener-

ated. Indexed triangle list allows to reduce the memory required to store

a given geometry, and also brings an increase of the rendering perform-

ance thanks to a better exploitation of the GPU cache.[57] Regarding to

generation times, the difference is due to the fact that the Marching

Cubes algorithm computes per-vertex attributes (and in particular the

normal vector) for each intersection point between the edges and the

isosurface (consequently, several times for the same geometrical vertex

within the cell), while in Surface Nets method these attributes are com-

puted one time only.

APPENDIX C: SIMULATING SEMITRANSPARENT

SURFACES IN REAL-TIME 3D COMPUTER GRAPHICS

In interactive computer graphics, semitransparent objects are usually

simulated using a technique known as “alpha blending,” first introduced

by Porter and Duff[60] in 1984 and nowadays supported natively by

the graphics hardware. In this technique, each fragment (Pixel proto-

type resulting from the rasterization of a geometrical primitive [e.g., a

triangle]) has an associated alpha value representing its opacity. To

“blend” a new fragment in the image under construction, a new color is

computed as a function of the color of the fragment and of the one

already present in the considered location of the frame buffer (Portion

of the memory of the graphics card storing the image that will be dis-

played on screen) (resulting from the processing of the previously sub-

mitted fragments). Hence, the new color will replace the old one in the
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frame buffer. The function usually chosen for this task is the following

(named “OVER” operator in reference 60):

RGBnew5ðRGBfrag � AfragÞ1ðð12AfragÞ � RGBoldÞ

Where RGBnew is the color resulting from the blending operation,

RGBold is the color previously stored in the frame buffer at the consid-

ered location, RGBfrag is the color of the new fragment and Afrag 2 ½0;1
� represents the opacity of the fragment. The problem with the OVER

operator is that the final color for a given pixel depends on the order in

which the fragments laying on that pixel are blended. In other words,

the rendered image can vary depending on the position of the virtual

camera in the 3D scene, on the coordinates of the geometrical primi-

tives in the 3D scene, and on the order in which these primitives are

submitted to the rendering system. From the user’s point of view this

may result in incorrect colors and/or graphical artifacts, as shown in

Figure 12a.

One solution to this problem consists in drawing the opaque poly-

gons first (in any order), and then drawing the semitransparent poly-

gons from the farthest to the nearest to the virtual camera (with the

writing on the Z-buffer disabled). However, depending on the number

of semitransparent polygons, ordering them every frame may not be a

viable solution for a real-time interactive application. Furthermore, the

problem persists in the case of overlapping polygons. A popular

cheaper alternative consists in ordering only the semitransparent

“objects” of the 3D scene (instead of the triangles they are formed by)

and to draw only their polygonal faces that are oriented in the direction

of the camera (“backface culling”). However, this method produces

roughly approximate results (see Figure 12b), works only in the case of

non-overlapped semitransparent objects and may not remove entirely

the graphical artifacts. In conclusion, the only way to obtain an exact

alpha blending, using the “OVER” operator and in the general case, is to

blend the fragments in the correct order. Examples of GPU-accelerated

techniques which achieve this goal are the “depth peeling”

methods.[61–63] Other GPU-accelerated approaches renounce to pro-

duce exact results to obtain better performance, for example, by defin-

ing a different compositing operator which is commutative.[62,64,65]

Several other OIT methods are present in the literature and a compre-

hensive survey has been published.[66]

In Caffeine, we employed an approximated method, the “Weighted

Blended Order-Independent Transparency” by McGuire and Bavoil[64,67]

(see Figure 12c), because it provides a good balance between quality

of the results, performance, and implementation complexity.

FIGURE 12 Comparison between different rendering techniques for simulating semitransparent surfaces. An orbital of a water molecule is
shown. (a) Alpha blending of front and back faces produce graphical artifacts. (b) Alpha blending of front faces only removes (most of) the
graphical artifacts but produce inaccurate images (e.g., the oxygen atom does not appear crossed by the orbital). (c) Image obtained using
the “Weighted Blended Order-Independent Transparency” technique. Even if this is an approximate method, it produces plausible results. The
orbitals have been computed at HF/STO-3G level of theory with Gaussian 09[56] suite of programs
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